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RCN members respond to 
ballot result
We’ve been given no choice

Nurses need a fighting 
leadership 

Striking junior doctors speak out

Catherine Clarke, Southampton 
SoCialiSt party, reportS from the 
piCket line at Southampton General 
hoSpital

Newly qualified doctors told us 
they start working at a pay grade 
of £14.09 an hour. One doc-
tor came off a 12-hour shift and 
joined the picket line. He was 
responsible for five to six wards 
with 60 to 100 patients. Junior 
doctors are allowed two half-
hour breaks, but rarely take them 
since their beepers constantly go 
off.  

One doctor informed us that 
he graduated in a class of 40 
medical students. He said that at 
least ten have moved to Australia, 
some are in Europe and Canada. 
Nearly half of his cohort are no 
longer working in the UK. He said 
that in Australia the wages are 
much better and the hours are 
shorter. Canada has just put out 
an advert offering four times the 
wage he is on, with accommoda-
tion included. 

We talked about how unions 
must fight for coordinated strike 
action. We also talked about the 
preparation of a workers’ list of 
candidates for the general elec-
tion: we need the Tories out, but 
Starmer’s Labour does not sup-
port the NHS strikes. 

tom Sharp
Picket line suPervisor at st James’s hosPital, 
leeds, and on the Bma Junior doctors 
committee (Personal caPacity)

I remember, in 2010, being a wide-
eyed, impressionable 16-year-old, 
attending a medical school open 
day. We were told that as doctors we 
shouldn’t expect to be rich, but that 
we could expect to be comfortable.

I don’t come from a wealthy 
background. Honestly, comfortable 
sounded all right to me. So I worked 
hard. As well as a part-time job at a 
pizza shop, I picked up a voluntary 
role in my local hospital.

I studied hard. I went through 
years of study, clinical placements 
and exams, accumulating tens of 
thousands of pounds of debt, to 
come out the other side as a junior 
doctor. I’d finally made it - I would 
finally be “comfortable”.

Well, here’s the punchline - I’m 
anything but comfortable. In fact, 
I’m deeply uncomfortable.

I’m uncomfortable with the fact 
that I worked so hard to secure a 

position in a healthcare system that 
abuses me and my colleagues every 
single day, that takes us for granted, 
and which is led by a government 
that simply couldn’t care less.

I’m uncomfortable with the fact 
that the value of my pay has de-
creased every year since I became 
a doctor, that - like everyone - I’m 
struggling to meet the cost of living.

I’m uncomfortable working in a 
healthcare system that’s haemor-
rhaging hard-working doctors, who 
are either heading off to countries 
that will pay them properly, or else 
leaving the profession altogether.

I’m uncomfortable with the fact 
that this is all happening in an NHS 
that’s already bursting at the seams, 
and where up to 500 patients are 
needlessly dying every single week.

So far, we haven’t even managed 
to get the government around the 
negotiating table, but the strikes 
and demos should send a clear 
message to our prime minister and 
health secretary - we’re not going 
anywhere, and we’re not backing 
down.

‘We’re not backing down’

aiCha
trainee Psychiatrist, chesterfield

Junior doctors’ need to strike goes 
beyond wanting full pay restoration. 
On the mental health front line, we 
are thinly spread to meet unprece-
dented demands that require a sensi-
tive and in-tune workforce to provide 
the proper care required. Care that 
uplifts not only the patient but their 
loved ones, who often come with 
stress after waiting so long for help. 

As doctors and allied healthcare 
staff, we are facing endemic burn-out 
and fatigue, which require our own 

remedies and help beyond that of 
‘resilience training’. On the backdrop 
of the pandemic and cost-of-living 
crisis, junior doctors are starting to 
strain. 

We are striking so that our work-
ing conditions can change, so that 
our needs are met, our work envi-
ronment becomes more attractive 
to staff, and ultimately we safeguard 
our NHS, so that it remains open and 
accessible to all that require help. 
We are all patients and will all need 
help from time to time. We all need 
to work together to protect what we 
have. 

‘Work together to protect what we have’

“We sacrificed being away from 
our families, with no certainty of a 
career until at least 35, so that we 
could do the best job we can. No 
one signed up to watch patients 
decline, when you know things 
could be better.”

“BMA members can see firsthand 
what is being done to the NHS 
and we are fearful. This fight is 
about pay restoration, but it isn’t 
just about an individual’s pay. It’s 
shouting out that it’s a worthwhile 
profession and organisation. It’s 
the whole basis of the NHS and 
its funding. The NHS has been 
plundered for years by private 
companies, and governments of 
all colours have facilitated it. It’s 
reported that waiting lists are 
backing up due to strike action, 
but we see clinics and theatre 
lists cancelled weekly due to lack 
of staff or equipment.” 

“I’ve never worked less than a 50-
hour week in my career.”

“It would be great to be able to 
join pickets with the nurses.”

“I really love this job, I want to 
keep doing this job but I want to 
be valued for it!”

Thanks to Iain Dalton, Jon Dale, 
Denise Tooley-Okwonko, Sally 
Griffiths, Corinthia Ward and 
Nick Hart 

Southampton  catherine clarke

helen perriam
mental health nurse and rcn memBer

The announcement that nurses in 
England rejected the current pay of-
fer from the Tory government led to 
celebrations by many. The offer falls 
well short of a pay rise. It doesn’t 
even bring pay in line with that of 
2008, taking into consideration the 
increase in the cost of living. 

Nurses are struggling to get by on 
the current wage - especially if you 
are a single-parent family, if you 
drive as part of a community job, 
or have no non-sociable hours pay-
ments. This insulting pay offer does 
nothing to retain already burnt-out 
staff, or recruit new nurses to the 

profession. Even without the level 
of responsibility, stress, understaff-
ing, and physical and emotional toll 
nursing takes, everyone should be af-
forded a dignified wage. 

This result shows there is real ap-
petite to fight. We now need the RCN 
leadership to get a backbone and 
lead it. 

This result should give confidence 
to nurses that we can win, even when 
the leadership puts obstacles in our 
way. We need a leadership with 
the humanity and determination 
the nursing workforce has shown. 
I would urge the leadership to join 
up with other trade union leaders 
whose members are also engaged in 
a struggle. 

miChelle Jarrett-rueCroft
nurse Practitioner and rcn memBer 

RCN members have once again 
voiced their anger at the govern-
ment’s below-inflation pay offer by 
voting to reject the deal.  54% voted 
against the derisory offer of a one-off 
two-part non-consolidated payment 
for 2022-23 and 5% for 2023-24. 

Further strike action was immedi-
ately announced by the RCN lead-
ership, who advised acceptance of 
the deal, but have now been pushed 
by the strength of feeling from the 
members. 

The strike action will run from 

8pm on 30 April to 8pm on 2 May, 
without derogations (agreements 
with managers to provide cover). 
This takes the RCN to the end of our 
lawful strike mandate period, so 
members are being balloted again 
so that further action can take place 
if necessary throughout the spring 
and summer. 

We must put pressure on the gov-
ernment to get back round the table 
and improve the insulting offer. No 
healthcare professional wants to 
strike or put patients at risk, but RCN 
members feel they have been given 
no choice and are fighting for the fu-
ture of the NHS itself. 

Kendal  martin powell-davies

t
he strike wave for a real pay 
rise is well and truly still on! 
And so is the fight to save 
the NHS and all our public 
services.

The news that Royal College of 
Nursing (RCN) members have reject-
ed the latest Tory pay offer, despite 
the leadership’s strong recommen-
dation to accept, is an incredible 
result. 

The leadership of what was, 
throughout most of its 100-year his-
tory, a non-strike professional body, 
has been defied by its members and 
has now been forced to call more 
strike action. 

This result follows the fantastic 
four-day strike by junior doctors in 
the BMA and HCSA – who have now 
taken seven days of action so far this 
spring. In these pages, nurses and 
junior doctors say what they think. 

Now the May Day weekend has 
become another ‘mega-strike’: as 
the RCN strikes coincide with more 
national strike action by teachers in 
England in the National Education 

NHS pay battleS
Maximum unity, coordinated action, 
and fighting union leaderships needed

adrian o’malley
unison health service grouP executive, 
Personal caPacity; standing for nec national 
health service general seat, in the unison 
elections

Unison health conference took place 
in Bournemouth from 17 April. The 
background to the conference was 
the announcement of a three-to-one 
vote by NHS members to accept a 
pay deal covering years 2022-23 and 
2023-24.

The deal would close down the 
2022-23 dispute, with an unconsoli-
dated lump sum starting at £1,665 
and a below-inflation pay rise of 5% 
for 2023-24.

The deal was recommended by 
the leaders of all the NHS unions 
except for Unite. However, Socialist 
Party members on the Health Ser-
vice Group Executive had argued to 
reject, and the vote to recommend 
acceptance was carried by a close 
vote, 20-15.

On the same day as Unison accept-
ed the deal, the RCN announced that 
its members had rejected the deal, 
and reinstated its strike action over 
the May Day bank holiday.

An emergency motion accepting 
the deal and planning for the 2024-25 
pay year was carried at conference. A 
critical motion was ruled out, but the 
debate did reflect members’ anger 
and frustration. The deal was criti-
cised in contributions from delegates 
during the conference.

Unison General Secretary Chris-
tina McAnea responded in her ad-
dress to conference by saying: “To 
those who never have anything good 
to say, stop talking down our union!”

Even delegates who supported 
the deal found it hard to celebrate. 
“A great offer? No! What we wanted? 
No!” said one delegate, who then 
went on to say we won’t get any more 
from a Tory government. On the con-
trary, Socialist Party members and 
many others had campaigned for 

reject, because with a determined 
lead, more could be won from this 
broken government. 

Delegates spoke on the need to 
support the RCN and BMA in their 
strikes, and give supportive advice to 
Unison members who refuse to cross 
their picket lines.

The 5% rise for 2023-24 was con-
demned for doing nothing to address 
low pay and the shortage of staff, in 
particular nurses.

The main message of conference 
was to keep up the fight and prepare 
for future battles on pay. 

Conference unanimously agreed 
to withdraw Unison from the NHS 
Pay Review Body (PRB – an un-
elected body of handpicked sup-
posed ‘experts’) as soon as possible 
and to negotiate directly with the 
government on pay. This in itself 
is a reflection of the pressure from 
members on the leadership, which 
has gone along with the PRB for 
years previously. 

Local disputes over the banding of 
health care assistants and others are 
spreading across the country.

The right-wing leadership of Uni-
son health is deluded if it thinks a 
Labour government will come to its 
aid and deliver decent pay rises for 
NHS workers. Even in the last couple 
of days, Starmerite Labour shadow 
health secretary Wes Streeting has 
refused to back the RCN strikes. 

There is a steely determination 
among Unison health activists to 
continue to battle on pay and ensure 
future ballots are successful. On the 
SGE, we will be holding the right-
wing majority to account. The count-
down begins now to next year’s pay 
claim and beyond. 

The message of conference is 
change will have to come from be-
low. The forthcoming NEC elections 
give members a chance to elect a 
leadership that is prepared to fight 
with them. 

Unison health conference
Steely determination to continue to battle

Socialist Party candidates 
for Unison’s NEC:  

•	 Hugo	Pierre, national 
black members’ male 
seat

•	 April	Ashley, national 
black members’ female 
seat

•	 Adrian	O’Malley, 
national health service 
general seat

•	 Paul	Couchman, 
national local 
government male seat

•	 David	Maples, national 
disabled members’ 
general seat

•	 Jim	McFarlane, 
Scotland male seat

•	 Mary	McCusker, 
Scotland female seat

•	 Naomi	Byron, Greater 
London reserved seat

•	 Tom	Hunt, East 
Midlands region male 
seat

WHat We tHINK

Union (NEU - see page 7) and civil 
servants in the PCS (see page 15). 
Everywhere, nurses and doctors are 
already demanding that their strikes 
coordinate in future. 

The Unison consultation finished 
on the same day, with members ac-
cepting the pay offer, following a 
massive propaganda campaign by 
the right-wing leadership in health. 
Most Unison members have not 
been part of the strike action so 
far, as Unison only managed to get 
over the Tory anti-democratic turn-
out thresholds in ambulances and 
a small number of hospital trusts. 
Nonetheless, 40,000 members voted 
to reject – a huge number (see re-
port from Unison’s health confer-
ence below).

Consultations continue till 28 April 
in Unite and the GMB, with Unite 
calling strikes in the Yorkshire Am-
bulance Trust, and at Guy’s and St 
Thomas’s Trust in London, on 1 May, 
with potentially others to follow. 

Confidence
The fight of the nurses and doctors 
will give confidence to thousands of 
other workers. Even where a pay deal 
is accepted, it should not mean those 
workers are off the battlefield. There 
is a lot to do to build solidarity with 
the strikes, to give every assistance 
to the big numbers of health work-
ers still striking over pay. But there is 
also a huge fight to continue to wage 

to save our NHS and public services 
from the cutters and privateers.  

And there are still new layers po-
tentially entering the struggle. That 
includes previously unorganised 
workers: Amazon workers in Coven-
try are striking again and GMB is bal-
loting at other warehouses. 

Importantly, in May, Unison be-
gins a strike ballot of hundreds of 
thousands of members in local gov-
ernment and schools. 

It is essential to strive for maxi-
mum unity across trade unions – 
with coordinated action and with 
national demonstrations. 

Different disputes – in the NHS, 
schools, universities, postal service 
and railways – are at different stages. 
But it is clear, as it has been all through 
the strike wave, that it is the members 
that have pushed their leaders to fight 
and to keep doing so. With a bold 
leadership, more can be won. 

The votes in the RCN and Unison 
both clearly raise the need for a fight-
ing leadership. It underlines the im-
portance of voting for Socialist Party 
members and other genuine fighters 
in the union national executive elec-
tions currently taking place in Uni-
son, Unite, the NEU and PCS. 

Even the most conservative leaders 
can be forced to go further than they 
want to. But in these struggles, a new 
generation of union activists is cutting 
its teeth and developing as the fight-
ing leadership needed in the future. 

The next ‘mega-strike’:
• Thursday 27 April: NEU in England
• Friday 28 April: PCS 
• 8pm Sunday 30 April – 8pm Tuesday 2 May: RCN in 

England
• Tuesday 2 May: NEU in England 

Bristol  mike luff
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All Trade Unionist and Socialist Coalition candidates pledge 
to refuse to implement Tory cuts in the council chambers, to 
use councils’ powers to set no-cuts, needs-based budgets, 
and build mass campaigns to win back the resources taken 
from communities by over a decade of austerity.
In 260 local election contests, and in Leicester and 
Mansfield where TUSC candidates are standing for mayor, 
workers and young people have a chance to vote for a 
100% anti-austerity socialist candidate. Socialist Party 
members are taking part in these campaigns alongside 
other trade unionists, community campaigners, students 
and more.
Find the TUSC core polices and the full list of TUSC 
candidates at www.tusc.org.uk. See if you can vote for one 
of the 260 candidates, and find a local election challenge 
which you can help take part in.

Vote tUSC on 4 May
Vote for working-ClaSS fighterS againSt aUSterity

Alex Moore
District secretary Plymouth NatioNal 
eDucatioN uNioN (Neu) (PersoNal caPacity) 

I am a teacher and Secretary of Plym-
outh NEU. We have been striking for 
a fully funded inflation-proof pay rise 
because we know school budgets are 
so stretched after over a decade of 
underfunding.

Here in Plymouth, both Tory and 
Labour administrations have passed 
on £110 million of cuts to local ser-
vices since 2014. This year alone, 
Plymouth schools face cuts of £4.5 
million (about £150 per child). Spe-
cial Needs (SEND) places and Teach-
ing Assistants are often the first to 
be cut. Parents of SEND children are 
furious that there are not enough 
places. 

We need councillors who will lead 
a fight to fully fund children’s ser-
vices and we need more than just 
words. Plymouth Council has £124 
million held in reserves. Some of 
this could be used to stop cuts im-
mediately while mobilising our 
community in a mass campaign to 
win the funding we need for future 
generations. 

Every child deserves a place in a 
nursery. Every child deserves a free 
school meal. Every child deserves 
a place in a school that meets their 
needs. 

Andrew Anthony is mistaken 
(‘Corbyn’s last stand?’ Observer, 2 
April). The late Liverpool MP Terry 
Fields and I were not ‘deselected’ 
in 1992; the national Labour Par-
ty expelled us. The distinction is 
important.

Like Jeremy Corbyn today, I had, 
in 1992, the overwhelming support 
of local Labour members – 500 held 
a special meeting in Coventry in 
January 1992 to endorse my can-
didacy as Independent Labour. In 
April 1992, we came very close to 
retaining the seat.

If Jeremy were to hold a simi-
lar meeting, I suspect it would be 
larger, and he, with a much higher 
profile, would win a subsequent 
election. If, as I hope, along with 
even just a couple of unions he ini-
tiated a new democratically organ-
ised party, I would wager it would 
be the third largest in the country, 
with 100,000 members, within one 
week!

But the moment won’t last forev-
er. Shakespeare was right in Julius 
Caesar: “There is a tide in the affairs 
of men. Which, taken at the flood, 
leads on to fortune.”

According to Anne McKelvey’s 
unnamed Labour source (also in 
The Observer on 2 April), the next 
election is currently shaping up to 
be a choice between “Tories being 
crap and Labour being a bit less 
crap”. Working people deserve bet-
ter than that.

Jeremy being the impetus for a 
new party, rooted in the organi-
sations and communities of the 
working class, could provide a real 
alternative at the general election.

CAtherine ClArke
southamPtoN west socialist Party

When the Socialist Party does cam-
paign stalls in Southampton city 
centre, everyone who stops knows 
there is something terribly wrong in 
society.

36% of children in Southampton 
live in poverty. The city is the third 
(of 64) most deprived local author-
ity in the South East. It has the high-
est percentage of pupils with special 
educational needs and disabilities 
(SEND), who have social, emotional 
and mental health needs. And the 
second highest self-harm admis-
sions of those aged 10-24 years. 

It is also the most dangerous city 
in Hampshire. In 2022, crime was 
58% higher than in the whole of 
Hampshire. Southampton is among 
the top five most dangerous cities in 
the UK. The most common crimes 
are violent and sexual offences. 50% 
of the population feel unsafe out 
after dark, according to a council 
survey.

But what is the Labour-run city 
council doing to address this social 

crisis? For most of the last decade, 
the city has been led by a Labour ad-
ministration, passing on Tory cuts.

In 2013, the Labour council voted 
to close the majority of youth cen-
tres, sacking a large proportion of the 
council’s youth workers. Wholesale 
closure was only taken off the table 
after a concerted campaign led by 
the Socialist Party, along with youth 
workers in trade union Unison.

In 2019, Unison reviewed the state 
of youth service provision in the UK. 
It came to the conclusion that 2010 
provision should be restored. For-
mally, councils have a statutory duty 
to provide youth services “so far as 
is reasonably practical”. Often youth 
service provision is merged into oth-
er services and provided as part of 
a broad package of educational and 
social care measures. As a result, real 
youth work is lost.

When youth services go, benefits 
to young people and communities 
are lost. Councils must provide uni-
versal, open-access youth services, 
backed up by the necessary resourc-
es, such as qualified staff and a dedi-
cated building.

When Southampton youth ser-
vices provision was being stripped 
from the community in 2013, rebel 
ex-Labour councillors Keith Mor-
rell and Don Thomas put forward 
an alternative balanced budget for 
Southampton City Council. They 
proposed using the council’s pow-
ers to access borrowing, financed by 
reserves, to fund the budget deficit 
and protect all jobs and services in 

the city, including fully staffed youth 
centres. The Labour mayor refused to 
even hear the budget proposal in the 
council chamber, despite the city’s 
chief financial officer being of the 
opinion the proposal was legitimate.

If the council had adopted Keith 
and Don’s defiant stand, and linked 
up with other councils to do the 
same, it would have laid the ba-
sis for a huge campaign to force 

a government U-turn on council 
spending and restore the money sto-
len from councils since 2010.

Ten years later, Southampton So-
cialist Party members are among 17 
standing for the Trade Unionist and 
Socialist Coalition (TUSC). Cam-
paigning to, among other things:

 ● Fund school kitchens to 
provide free meals for all school 
children including FE colleges in 
collaboration with ex-Labour (now 
independent) councillor Barrie 
Margetts and ex-councillors Keith 
Morrell and Don Thomas

 ● Reinstate council-run youth 
service provision throughout 
Southampton providing state of the 
art, fully resourced buildings with 
professional staff, including mental 
health professionals, as well as 
youth workers

 ● Improve workers’ pay and 
conditions through supporting 
union strike action. Fight for a 
£15-an-hour minimum wage

 ● Campaign to return all our lost 
services back under council control 
including social care, pre-school and 
nursery provision

Anthony BrACuti
leeDs socialist Party 

Over the last 13 years of the Tories 
in power in Westminster, Leeds city 
council’s Labour majority has acted 
as Tories in red ties. In that time 
we’ve had school funding pulled, 
cuts to road maintenance, question-
able housing developments, rubbish 
piling high, rat epidemics, closing 
of public swimming pools, and any 
other number of cost-cutting meas-
ures imposed by a Labour council at 
the request of a Tory government. 

We’ve also had a Labour council 
ignore the concerns of unions as 
taxi ranks get destroyed, bin workers 
get their wages slashed, and other 
council workers have their working 
conditions stripped away. 

I’m a student at the University of 
Leeds and a member of the Univer-
sity and Colleges Union (UCU). The 

word on the street in my council 
ward is anger. Anger at the Tories for 
abusing the state for the benefit of 
their pals. Anger at the Labour Party 
for providing no resistance what-
soever. Anger at the landlords that 
charge through the nose, while pro-
viding squalor to live in, at the waste 
piling up in our streets, and the rats. 
Anger at the unwanted roadblocks 
and the pothole-ridden roads. And 
anger at the council for not dealing 
with these issues. And yet council 
tax goes up again!

My friends, neighbours, and col-
leagues are angry. I’m angry. That’s 
why I go out onto the pickets, both 
of my own union, and others in the 
area.

And that’s why I’ve decided to 
run against the incumbent Labour 
councillor in Leeds. With enough 
well-placed and well-directed anger, 
maybe we can make a difference.

Joelle DonAlDson
leeDs socialist Party aND rmt member

It has been a difficult period for 
workers, students and young peo-
ple. Since 2008, successive govern-
ments have dragged people through 
crisis after crisis, each time taking 
more from the underprivileged in 
society. The system we live under is 
failing and this is forcing the bosses 
to ramp up their war on the masses. 
As a worker on the railway and RMT 
member, I have witnessed the fore-
front of these attacks as billionaire 
bosses desperately seek to defeat 
working-class solidarity. And those 
who have already been cut to the 
bone - junior doctors, nurses, care 
workers, civil service workers, bus 
drivers and many others - are being 
told to endure yet another pay cut. As 
if 15 years of stagnant wages and cuts 
to public services weren’t already 
enough. 

In this position there is not much 
to be done but to fight back. The 

working class is demonstrating its 
ability to fight and win improve-
ments on pay and conditions, which 
has sparked fear in the capitalists. 
But it is my belief in the ability of the 
working class to secure good hous-
ing, childcare, health services and so 
much more that I am standing as a 
Socialist Party member as part of the 
Trade Unionist and Socialist (TUSC). 
The Labour Party is no longer a party 
of the working class, instead choos-
ing to position itself as a more com-
petent and less regressive version of 
the Tories.

I feel that to simply reverse the 
damage done by the Tories would be 
too small an ambition, yet this is not 
even close to what is being offered by 
Labour. We must go further if we are 
to meet the coming environmental 
and economic challenges. My aim 
in standing is to help build a new 
democratic vehicle for workers to 
assert their rights to fair living condi-
tions and a future defined by peace 
instead of catastrophe.

I’m a striking 
teacher and 
I’m standing 
for TUSC 

Why I’m standing: there is a 
working-class alternative

Why I’m standing: For those 
angry at the council’s inactions

Corbyn should stand in the next election  
– Dave nellist’s letter the observer wouldn’t publish 
In its 2 April edition The Observer 
published an article by Andrew An-
thony under the heading, ‘Jeremy 
Corbyn’s last stand: should he run 
and could he win?’

The article included a reference 
to “when Militant-supporting MPs 
Dave Nellist and Terry Fields were 
deselected as Labour candidates 
in 1992”. By using the word ‘dese-
lected’ – a specific procedure in the 
Labour Party when local party mem-
bers have the opportunity to remove 
their sitting MP – rather than the 
correct term, which is ‘expelled’ (by 
the national party over the heads of 
the local members), the article is 
misleading. 

Terry and Dave were prominent 
parliamentary representatives of 
the mass campaign of non-payment 
of the poll tax, the critical factor 
behind the resignation of Margaret 
Thatcher in November 1990. Terry 
was actually jailed for 60 days for 
refusing to pay the tax in solidar-
ity with his working-class constitu-
ents who couldn’t pay. Labour, 
under Neil Kinnock, ‘opposed’ the 
poll tax verbally but, much like Sir 
Keir Starmer’s ‘disagreement’ with 
austerity today, went along with its 
implementation.

If Andrew Anthony had genuinely 
forgotten what happened at least a 
‘progressive’ publication like The 
Observer would print a corrective 
letter, surely? The late Terry Fields 
is not here to defend himself but 
Dave Nellist, a member of the Social-
ist Party, Militant’s successor, and 
the chair of the Trade Unionist and 

Socialist Coalition (TUSC), is. And so 
Dave sent a letter for The Observer’s 
9 April edition, setting the record 
straight but also urging Jeremy to 
stand as a candidate in the next gen-
eral election. 

But encouraging in any way a bold 
stand against the capitalist estab-
lishment’s austerity consensus is a 
little too much for its ‘liberal’ media 
arm. So we are publishing Dave’s 
letter below. Because The Observer 
wouldn’t.

Young people abandoned by Southampton City Council
Fight for fully funded services – vote for TUSC

Dave Nellist at the 2015 TUSC 
election launch  phOtO: paul MattssOn

Campaigning in this year’s 
Coventry local elections

Catherine campaigning for free school meals  phOtO: nick chaffey TUSC campaigning in Plymouth

Sheffield TUSC  phOtO: Mick suter

TUSC campaigning for 
Karen Seymour standing 
for Mansfield mayor
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Sleazy Sunak faces probe

“A
ll my disclosures are 
declared in the nor-
mal way”, so says 
prime minister Rishi 
Sunak. Parliament’s 

standards commissioner needs 
some convincing. An investigation 
has been launched as it emerged 
Sunak’s wife Akshata Murty will be a 
beneficiary of a policy announced in 
the Tories’ Spring Budget. 

Murty is a shareholder in one of 
six private childminder agencies. So 
it was great news for her when the 
government announced a premium 
for new members of those agencies 
signing up. A new childminder can 
be in line to get £600 from the gov-
ernment for signing up. But if they 
sign up to an agency this figure dou-
bles to £1,200. Why?

Typically, employment agencies 
charge more for services and pay 
workers less, they are run for profit 
after all, and it doesn’t come out of 
thin air. Supply teachers, once em-
ployed in-house by local authori-
ties, are now largely sourced through 
agencies. The major framework for 
these agencies has a mark-up of 
around 15% - extracting profits from 
our school’s budgets.

Meanwhile, Britain’s childcare re-
mains in crisis. The Spring Budget’s 

promised limited extra free hours in 
the future does not address the very 
real crisis now. Thousands of parents 
remain unable to afford to return to 
work. Every week private nurseries 
go under, leaving parents in the lurch 
without childcare.

Another dad I got speaking to in 
the library recently told me how his 
boy’s nursery had closed with less 
than a week’s notice, unable to find 
staff. His own research informed 
him that its workers were paid mini-
mum wage. His question was: “Well 
what did they expect?” We need fully 
funded, high-quality, flexible, pub-
licly owned childcare for all, with 
staff paid at least £15 an hour - now.

Sunak is not the first Tory prime 
minister mired in sleaze, as much as 
he tries to paint himself as different to 
his predecessor Boris Johnson. With 
a net worth of £730 million reported 
in last May’s Sunday Times Rich List, 
the Sunak-Murty household is likely 
to appear again in this year’s list out 
next month. How long must Sunak’s 
list of commercial interests be?

Not that there are any doubts in 
most working-class people’s minds 
about whose interests he is govern-
ing in – his own and the rest of the 
capitalist class.
ThomAs Asher

Deluded Tories and useless 
Labour: We need a new party to 
fight for public services

“Overall our public services are in 
good shape”, according to Conserva-
tive Party chair, Greg Hands. “Are you 
joking?” was the retort from LBC ra-
dio presenter Andrew Castle.

In figures released recently, one 
patient waited 65 hours for an ambu-
lance after a category 3 ‘urgent’ call. 
Once inside the hospital, over 3 in 
10 of those visiting A&E  in one east 
London trust waited more than 12 
hours to be seen in February.

Another Tory, prime minister Ri-
shi Sunak, was forced to accept there 
aren’t enough Maths teachers to en-
able his plans to keep all students 
studying the subject to age 18.

There are 165,000 vacancies in so-
cial care and over 1.5 million people 
have unmet care needs.

Across public services, workers are 
being forced to strike – for a pay rise 
to keep up with the rising cost of liv-
ing, and for the funding needed to 
save our services from collapse.

Greg wasn’t joking. He must be 
deluded.

We need a party that backs work-
ers on strike defending their pay 
and our services. Asked by Laura 
Kuenssberg whether he backs nurs-
es’ strikes, Labour’s shadow health 
secretary Wes Streeting responded: 
“How could I?”

In the next general election we 
need candidates fighting our corner, 
for fully funded, inflation-proof pay 
rises. That’s why the Socialist Party 
is campaigning for a trade union-
backed workers’ list to stand.

Nationalise energy
The government has announced 
energy companies have agreed to 
no longer forcibly fit pre-payment 
meters… if you’re over 85 or have a 
terminal illness. Everyone else that 
is struggling to find money to cope 
with sky-rocketing bills is out of luck! 
This action comes after the scandal 
of magistrates issuing warrants en 
masse, allowing bailiffs to get into 
people’s homes and put in meters. 

So when people can’t afford to 
pay, they pull out the key and cut 
themselves off from their energy 
supply.

Energy companies have made 
massive profits and given bumper 
payouts to shareholders off the 
backs of thousands of working-class 
people paying them through the 
nose. We need to take the energy 
companies into democratic public 
ownership, with no compensation 
given to the fat cats at the top, so we 
can all heat and light up our homes.

Let them eat 
quiche!
Charles and Camilla 
have personally cho-
sen a quiche recipe to 
mark the coronation on 6 May 
– “perfect for the Coronation Big 
Lunch”, according to Buckingham 
Palace.

While the rest of us struggle 
to afford lunch at all, 
with eggs in particular 
rocketing in price, an 
estimated £100 
million will be 
spent on the 
coronation, 
according to 
the ‘Opera-
tion Golden 
Orb’ committee 
which is organis-
ing the circus. 

That’s over double what the 
last one cost in 1953, in 

today’s money.
Of course we’re paying 

for it. That’s despite the 
King having a personal 

fortune of £600 million! 
That’s enough to pay for a 

big do himself and pay for a 
lunch for the reported 13 million 

people going hungry every day in the 
UK at the moment.

It’s been estimated that Charles 
has inherited gems and jewel-

lery worth at least £533 
million from the queen. 

They say never sell 
off the crown jew-

els, but starting 
there would 

begin to help 
ease the cost-
of-living crisis 

for the rest of us, 
and abolishing the 

monarchy would 
help even more!

royal mail CWU update
As we go to press, the Communication Workers Union (CWU) leadership is 
starting a consultation process with reps over a potential deal in the Royal 
Mail dispute. We will have material in next week’s paper and on the party 
website. 

PHOTO: PAUL MATTSSON

Rishi Sunak  PHOTO: NUMBER 10/CC

Schools strike guidance
Following the massive 98% rejection of the Tories’ latest 
derisory pay offer, teachers in the National Education Union 
(NEU) in England are taking two more days of national strike 
action on Thursday 27 April and Tuesday 2 May. 
Union members are discussing what to do about students 
preparing for exams. Socialist Party members argue that if 
members discuss in their union groups and decide to offer 
some support to students, then that is their choice. But it 
should not be up to the schools to call the shots. We publish 
here an extract from guidance to members issued by Bristol 
NEU.

Striking has already forced the gov-
ernment to meet with us and give 
an improved offer. However, it’s not 
enough. Continuing the fight will 
bring other unions on board and 
keep pressure on the government.

Every member out on a strike day 
increases the likelihood of you and 
your colleagues all winning on fund-
ing and pay. Every member in work 
on a strike day undermines this, 
gives free PR to the government, and 
makes it less likely we win.

What about the disruption? 
An NEU strike causes no more or less 
disruption than a bank holiday or a 
coronation!

If the government was serious 
about the education of children, they 
would have resolved this dispute by 
agreeing to properly fund education 
and pay us what we deserve. Working 
in education can (and should) be a 
good, decently paid job! Through ac-
tion we can win a future where edu-
cation is properly funded. 

on the picket line
One principle of the picket line is to 

be visible to the public; so, the NEU 
will have leaflets for parents, grand-
parents and carers.

The other aim of a picket line 
is to ask others not to cross it and 
not go into work.  On these strike 
days, teachers will ask other teach-
ers, support staff, delivery drivers 
and anyone else going into school, 
not to go in that day, to show their 
support for pay, funding, and their 
colleagues.

If they ask you not to cross, this 
means you can choose not to go to 
work that day.  This is your legal right. 
The law says, “Non-union members 
who take part in legal, official indus-
trial action have the same rights as 
union members not to be dismissed 
as a result of taking action.”

You will be treated the same as 
those on strike, so you will lose a 
day’s pay. Laws about industrial ac-
tion are designed to confuse us to try 
and stop us from taking action, so 
your school might not fully under-
stand either.  The NEU will support 
any member if schools are difficult 
about this or do not understand the 
law.

Get all the latest union news...

nationalshop 
stewardsnetwork

with the  
NSSN bulletin

shopstewards.net

RMT in the Train Operating Companies
Some concessions achieved but 
more can be won
WesT midlAnds rmT member

The railway employers have present-
ed a new ‘dispute resolution agree-
ment’ to the RMT rail union, in an 
attempt to bring an end to the long-
running Train Operating Companies 
(TOCs) dispute. 

The RMT leadership called off the 
last two strike days in anticipation of 
this ‘new’ set of proposals. However, 
despite a few small changes since 
the previous document, it remains a 
shopping list of our terms and condi-
tions which the employers have been 
after for decades. 

For example, while it seems that 
the intention to close every ticket of-
fice on the network has been deleted, 
the plans to introduce a new multi-
skilled station grade remain, which 

will facilitate the future elimination 
of ticket offices. 

While specific mention of Driver-
Only Operation has been removed, 
the bosses’ big savings will be real-
ised over coming years as new start-
ers will receive reduced benefits, 
such as less annual leave and inferior 
sick pay. 

Part one of the two-year proposal is 
a pay increase of the greater amount 
of either 5% or £1,750, for 2022-23. 
Part two is a further 4%, based on 
erosion of terms and conditions, the 
heaviest burden of all falling on new 
starters. 

While the leadership can point to 
the fact that there has clearly been 
some movement on pay, and that the 
attacks on terms and conditions can 
be fought on a company-by-company 

basis, taken as a whole, this proposal 
remains a below-inflation pay deal 
with very serious strings attached. 

General Secretary Mick Lynch has 
stated in an online members’ brief-
ing that the leadership will be seek-
ing feedback from branches and 
regions before making a decision on 
what to do next. 

However, there is a very real dan-
ger that without a fighting lead from 
the National Executive Committee 
(NEC) combined with new strike 
dates, members can become de-
mobilised and after ten months in 
dispute could look to take the ‘least 
worst option’. 

Socialist Party members will argue 
to reject this offer and prepare for the 
national strike action necessary to 
win more. RMT should not settle for 
any deal which is paid for by future 
generations of rail workers. Our re-
sponsibility is to protect jobs, terms 
and conditions.

soCiAlisT PArTy members in The rmT on 
london UndergroUnd

RMT members and reps on London 
Underground are considering our 
next steps in our dispute to defend 
jobs, pensions and agreements. Lon-
don Underground management con-
tinues to implement massive cuts, 
demanded by the Tory government 
and passed on by the Labour London 
Mayor Sadiq Khan.

Transport for London (TfL) and 
the government published their re-
sponses to TfL’s pension review at 
the end of March. Both the govern-
ment and TfL management say they 
can support transferring the TfL pen-
sion fund into the local government 
pension scheme (LGPS). This would 
mean tube workers facing increased 
employee contributions and losing 
around a third of our pensions, if 

retirement is taken at 60. There are 
many other detriments associated 
with transferring into the LGPS, in-
cluding a shift of risk to employees in 
the event that the pension fund runs 
into deficit.

The risk to our pensions has driven 
six days of RMT strike action already, 
holding management at bay for a 
year, but now the risks to agreements 
on terms and conditions and job 
cuts is taking on a more immediate 
importance. 

Reorganisations across London 
Underground’s engineering depart-
ments carry the threat of members 
being displaced into lower-paid roles, 
with only time-limited protection of 
earnings. Train operators have been 
asked to agree to extensive productiv-
ity measures that will casualise work-
ing arrangements and cut hundreds 
of jobs. On stations, management’s 

plan to cut 600 jobs is proceeding and 
the number of station closures, due to 
staff shortages, has exploded.

Further action will inevitably fol-
low. The London Mayor has become 
nervous. He now says that pension 
reform, which was originally pro-
posed by a committee he hand-
picked and commissioned, is not 
necessary. But these weasel words 
are not enough. He must decisively 
break with the Tory government at-
tacks on tube workers and refuse to 
go any further with pension attacks. 
He should also refuse to make further 
cuts. He has delivered £400 million of 
cuts already but the government de-
mands another £600 million. 

RMT knows which side it is on and 
will fight to reverse cuts, win a realis-
tic funding arrangement for TfL, and 
defend members’ jobs, pensions and 
agreements.

RMT fights pension attacks and cuts 
on London Underground

PHOTO: PAUL MATTSSON
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RepResenting Black woRkeRs and comBating 
Racism need a fighting tRade union movement

Deji Olayinka
CWU member and SoUth WeSt London SoCiaLiSt 
Party

R
acism in the workplace is a 
sad reality for many workers. 
One recent prominent ex-
ample was the case of Belly 
Mujinga, a London transport 

worker, subjected to racist spitting 
during Covid, who died as a result of 
the attack. While far less socially ac-
ceptable than it was 40 years ago, rac-
ism is still an issue and one that is on 
rise, with increased reporting of racist 
attacks, not helped by the right-wing 
‘culture wars’ being promoted by the 
Tories and capitalist media. In a time 
of economic hardship, the Tories 
want to set us against each other rath-
er than blame them and the capitalist 
class for falling living standards, and 
small racist groupings can try to make 
headway, recently trying to mobilise 
people against migrants in hotels, for 
example.    

It was therefore great to see, last 
November, that the Trades Union 
Congress (TUC) launched an anti-
racism network with the aim to “agi-
tate, educate and organise anti-racist 
activists, nationally”. Alongside this it 
announced its Anti-racism Manifesto 
and held a conference to help explore 
ideas for the future of the network.

Workplace practices
In the manifesto, the TUC calls on 
“employers [to] monitor and review 
their recruitment, retention and em-
ployment practices”. But we can’t 
trust the bosses on this. As we argue 
in the Socialist Party’s Black Work-
ers’ Charter, unions should push for 
their own oversight of all work prac-
tices, with their own objective and 
transparent criteria to be used, giving 
elected reps more power in challeng-
ing discrimination.

One point is the aim “to moni-
tor cases, to tackle race discrimina-
tion”. That’s good, but trade unions 
shouldn’t just monitor these cases, 
workers’ organisations should have 
a say in the investigation and disci-
plinary process to ensure justice and 
the right protections are achieved, 
and run their own, democratically 
convened, investigations where 
necessary. 

The TUC pledges to campaign for 
mandatory race pay-gap reporting is 
a positive step towards fighting the 
racist impacts of capitalist crisis. Sta-
tistics show that Bangladeshi (33%), 
Pakistani (29%) and Black (25%) 
workers are more likely to be earning 
below a living wage than white work-
ers (20%). And as workers in the UK 
from migrant backgrounds are dis-
proportionately likely to be working 
in lower-paid sectors, that promise 
must also be joined with a campaign 
for inflation-proof pay rises, as well 
as a minimum wage of at least £15 an 
hour now, rather than the TUC’s cur-
rent 2030 deadline.

Representation
While their call to increase the ‘rep-
resentation’ of Black workers at all 
levels of union structures is welcome, 
it’s important that these leaders truly 
represent the interests of, and be 
democratically accountable to, Black 
workers. As we see with Tory MPs like 
Kemi Badenoch and Priti Patel, mere-
ly being of the same race as oppressed 
people doesn’t mean you’ll fight for 
an anti-racist programme. As part of 
maintaining the link with those they 
represent, all elected officials should 
receive a worker’s wage.

People are most attracted to trade 
unions when they are seen to be fight-
ing on their side, and trade unions 
can support our fight in many areas. 
A fighting, campaigning trade union 
will attract Black workers. For exam-
ple, the Unite campaign to save bus 
routes in London benefits Black and 
migrant workers most, because those 
cuts are more likely to be in their 
neighbourhoods, and they are more 
likely to be both working on the buses 
and using them.

Collective action 
There have been countless cases 
where discrimination against a sin-
gle union member has been taken up 
collectively by their fellow workers, 
through action up to and including 
striking. For example in 2019, Royal 
Mail workers in the Communica-
tion Workers Union walked out at 
the Bootle and Seaforth delivery of-
fice, followed by solidarity action in 
Cheshire, against the racist abuse of 
a Muslim worker by a manager. By 
taking up these cases in a collective 
way, unions can attract those already 
fighting against oppression. These 
cases also demonstrate to people that 
fighting against oppression isn’t just 
the responsibility of the oppressed, 
but that a united working-class move-
ment is much more powerful than an 
individualist or separatist one.

Shared struggle in unions can unite 
the working class, as was seen in the 
Smithfields Tar Heel factory strike in 
2006 in North Carolina, USA. Latino, 
Black and white workers recognised 
their shared interests and engaged in 
union action against the firing of La-
tino employees. That cut across the 
divisive racist narratives created by 
their real enemy, the bosses.

Trade unions and communities
While many trade union members 
were at the mass Black Lives Matter 
protests in 2020, their union banners 
were not. That was a missed oppor-
tunity which the TUC anti-racism 
network could help correct. Unfor-
tunately, except for a few demands 
related to public policy and the hos-
tile environment, the TUC manifesto 

doesn’t advocate enough for trade 
unions to use their organising power 
to support campaigns for justice out-
side of the workplace. Their plan for 
“building and improving links be-
tween our trade unions and Black 
communities” should have a wider 
purpose than only making “recruit-
ment practices more relevant to Black 
workers”. The foreword of the manifes-
to refers to how trade unions support-
ed the Stephen Lawrence campaign 
(see page 10), but that focus should 
have continued into the manifesto. 

The trade union movement has a 
long history of solidarity action. As 
part of a campaign against slavery in 
1862, Lancashire mill workers refused 
to accept cotton that had been picked 
by US slaves. They did this despite 
mass unemployment and poverty 
because, as one London trade union 
stated, “The cause of labour and lib-
erty is one all over the world”. 

The TUC should coordinate and 
support local trades councils and 
union branches to help them engage 
with communities and support local 
campaigns. But that doesn’t mean 
we should just wait for the TUC to do 
these things: Socialist Party members 
are active in our trade union branches 
and local trades councils, organising 
and advocating for these actions at all 
levels of the trade union movement.

For example, following the recent 
attack on a Black girl outside her 
school in Surrey, Socialist Party mem-
bers in Surrey Unison branch argued 
for a meeting to develop a united front 
against racism and discrimination, 
which was also then raised at Surrey 
trades council. 

Opposing the far right - jobs and 
homes, not racism
By bringing together working-class 
people in a shared struggle against 
bosses, trade unions are in a unique 
position to counteract the racist nar-
ratives that the far-right attempt to 
spread. This was seen in the Lindsey 
Oil Refinery dispute in 2009 when 
workers were faced with being laid 
off and replaced by lower-paid Ital-
ian workers. This was because of the 
European Union posted workers di-
rective which allowed bosses in one 
country to hire EU migrant workers 
on the lower wages of their home 
country. The British National Party 
used this as an opportunity to leaflet 
outside the workplace spreading the 
racist idea that it was the Italian work-
ers that were the problem. But trade 

union activists in the GMB, including 
Socialist Party members, were able to 
cut across this with a fight for jobs and 
rights for both sets of workers. 

The TUC should act on the “jobs 
and homes, not racism” campaign 
agreed at the 2018 TUC Congress, 
proposed in a resolution moved by 
Socialist Party members. We then 
produced a model motion for union 
branches which argued: “If the trade 
unions mobilised with energy and 
with clear demands to fight for jobs 
and homes and to kick out the Tories, 
we’d have hundreds of thousands on 
the streets and could cut across the 
appeal of far-right leaders.” This ap-
proach would have the potential to 
mobilise much greater numbers than 
those that attended the recent TUC/
Stand up to Racism demonstrations 
on UN anti-racism day.

In the context of the mobilisation 
of the Democratic Football Lads Alli-
ance (DFLA) in the late 2010s, the mo-
tion also said that branches should act 
to get “workers taking all legal steps 
(up to and including strike action) to 
disrupt all attempts to organise for the 
purposes of extending the rhetoric of 
the DFLA or any similar organisation.”

Now, in the face of a historic cost-
of-living crisis, such a class appeal is 
even more important. As the recent 
protests and violent attacks at hotels 
with migrants have showed, small 
racist groups are attempting to attract 
people living in poverty and hit hard 
by the cost-of-living crisis, struggling 
in poor, expensive housing, to reac-
tionary, racist and xenophobic ideas. 
Just as anti-Muslim ideas were raised 
by the main capitalist parties, includ-
ing Tony Blair’s New Labour, to jus-
tify the invasion of Iraq twenty years 
ago, today anti-migrant hate has been 
spread in a desperate attempt to save 
the Tory party from its crisis. 

If unions formed links with exist-
ing networks and groups on a local 
level, including local Black Lives Mat-
ter groups and community organisa-
tions, it would help facilitate fast and 
large mobilisations when necessary. 
Trade unions should offer and organ-
ise for safe stewarding for counter-
protests against the far right. 

Socialist alternative needed
Capitalist politicians will continue to 
whip up racism in the future so the 
TUC anti-racism network must not 
limit itself to reacting against racism 
but fight to end it. This can only be 
done with socialist policies, on pay, 
jobs, homes, services, renationalisa-
tion of services, and so on.

Many of the small numbers of 
working-class people who are attract-
ed to far-right ideas are alienated by 
austerity, downtrodden by capitalism, 
and in reality are crying out for an ‘an-
ti-establishment’ alternative.

Jeremy Corbyn’s politics at least 
began to give people an alternative to 
immiserating austerity, a programme 
“for the many” that could begin to 
unite working-class people and un-
dercut support for the far right. But 
now, Keir Starmer’s New Labour is 
wiping out every trace of that in the 
Labour Party. Starmer says there is 
“not a great deal between the major 
parties on immigration”. The TUC and 
unions should now take steps towards 
a new mass workers’ party with a so-
cialist programme to end capitalism 
and racism. That should start with 
backing Corbyn to stand, along with 
other banned Labour candidates and 
trade unionists, as part of a workers’ 
list of candidates for the next general 
election. 

fighting racism in 
the workplace

 ● We demand that the trade union 
movement fights against the racism 
which remains endemic in our 
workplaces

 ● Job security – no forced 
redundancies. Trade union action to 
fight any job losses and cuts in the 
workforce

 ● End the race pay gap. A Trades 
Union Congress (TUC) study found 
that black workers with the same 
qualifications as other workers are 
more likely to be employed at lower 
rates of pay. For an equal rate of pay 
for the job

 ● Fair reporting systems, free 
from judgement. Any type of racial 
abuse, verbal or physical, needs to 

be reported and acted 
on by management 
immediately. All incidents 
must be recorded, and 
the log of incidents to be 
reviewed by elected shop 
stewards and the trade 
unions. Regular public data 
must be made available 
showing the number 
of staff experiencing 
grievances, or facing 
disciplinary by ethnicity

 ● All workforces to organise 
anti-racism training for 
all staff, and mandatory 
‘unconscious bias’ training 
for managers – overseen by 
elected shop stewards and 
trade unions

 ● Ensure election of equality 
officers in trade union branches

 ● Trade union oversight 

over the recruitment and 
promotion process

 ● Defend the right to protest. 
Scrap the anti-trade union 

laws and the anti-
democratic legislation

Taken from the Socialist Party’s Black 
Workers’ Charter: A programme to 
fight racism published in February 
2021 - scan the QR code below to see 
the full charter

PHOTO: PAUL MATTSSON

People are most attracted 
to trade unions when they 
are seen to be fighting on 
their side, and trade unions 
can support our fight in 
many areas. a fighting, 
campaigning trade union 
will attract Black workers

The TUC and unions should 
now take steps towards a 
new mass workers’ party
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capitalist crisis causes life expectancy 
to plummet for the poor
jOn Dale
SeCretary, Unite Union em/nG32 
nottinGhamShire heaLth branCh  
(PerSonaL CaPaCity)

T
he growing gulf between rich 
and poor has not only been in 
wealth in recent years. Life ex-
pectancy figures show the gap 
has widened in health too.

A baby born today can expect to 
live on average until 81 - just eight 
weeks longer than in 2011. If the 
rate of improvement between 1980 
and 2011 had continued, life expec-
tancy today would be over 83. That 
means between 2012 and 2022 about 
700,000 people died sooner than they 
might have.

Covid worsened these figures, but 
the slowdown in improvement of 
life expectancy was clear after 2013. 
Glasgow University research has 
shown around 335,000 more deaths 
occurred between 2012 and 2019 
than was expected based on previ-
ous trends, with the excess greater 
among men. The Tory-LibDem coali-
tion’s vicious austerity cuts to public 
services and living standards have 
taken a grim toll.

These figures are not just poorer 
older people dying younger than 
better-off older people. Death rates 
stopped reducing for infants - and 
rose among 30 to 49-year-olds - from 
around 2012.

A poor girl in England could expect 
on average to die 6.8 years younger 
than a rich girl in 2011, but 7.7 years 
in 2017. For boys, the gap increased 
from 9.1 to 9.5 years over the same 
period. Just six miles separates the 
most expensive part of Kensington 
from New Cross Gate in London. Life 
expectancy for men falls by a shock-
ing three years a mile, from 92 to 74.

‘Deaths of despair’
Life expectancy in the US has fallen 
even more sharply in recent years. 
‘Deaths of despair’, from drugs, al-
cohol and suicide, have done the 
most harm. In Scotland, drug deaths 
have more than doubled in a decade. 
They are 18 times higher in the poor-
est 20% of neighbourhoods than the 
richest. Dundee has the worst drug-
deathrate in Europe. Drug overdos-
es have been second only to Covid 
as the biggest contributor to rising 
death rates in Scotland over the last 
four years.

These figures are also worsening 
in England and Wales, but the rate 
of drug deaths is nearly four times 
higher in Scotland. In England, 
‘deaths of despair’ explain one sixth 
of the life-expectancy gap between 
the richest 20% and poorest 20% of 
neighbourhoods.

Income and employment account-
ed for 83% of the variation between 
local authorities in life expectancy 
between 2001 and 2016. And during 
the 2010s, councils’ spending per 
person was cut by 16% in the richest 
authorities, but 31% in the poorest.

Unemployment results in pov-
erty, poor diet, and worse mental 
and physical health. Low-paid work 
is often physically hard, with poor 

working conditions such as dust 
and fumes, injuries and long-term 
‘wear and tear’ like arthritis and lung 
disease.

Cold, damp housing, with mould-
triggering asthma and other health 
problems, causes child deaths like 
two-year-old Awaab Ishak in Roch-
dale. Air pollution (traffic or industri-
al) causes deaths, like nine-year-old 
Ella Kissi-Debrah in south London.

The cheapest foods (heavily mar-
keted by big food companies), lack 
of safe play and exercise facilities 
contribute to more obesity, diabetes, 
heart disease and road accidents. 
These and other factors shorten the 
quality of life as well as length - ‘dis-
ability-free life expectancy’ was 64.3 
years in south east England but 56.9 
years in north east England between 
2018-20.

These statistics precede recent 
huge increases in heating and food 
prices. Although the minimum wage, 
pensions and benefits have always 
been far too low, many more peo-
ple have suffered this past winter 
without adequate heating, hot water 
and food. The resulting ill health and 
premature deaths will undoubtedly 
show in future statistics.

Prevention of ill health would be 
massively helped by decent pay, 
benefits and pensions, good, well-
insulated housing, easily available 
good-quality food, free safe local exer-
cise facilities and restoration of school 
playing fields, cutting traffic with good 
public transport, trade union control 
of workplace safety and other meas-
ures. These and more would be pos-
sible in a socialist society, abolishing 
the rule of profit-driven big business.

Stephen Lawrence  
PHOTO: wIKIMEDIA COMMONS/CC

the nhs
40% of the burden on the 

NHS could be pre-
ventable through tackling causes 
of avoidable chronic conditions 
like obesity and diabetes. Years 
of underinvestment and outright 
cuts in the NHS have left it in a 
critical condition. As the costs of 
treating ill health from poverty 
and inequality increase, the NHS 
has fewer staff and resources to 
meet these needs.

When it’s hard to book a GP 
appointment or take time off 
work without losing pay, poorer 
people are more likely to delay 
going to the doctor. They are 20% 
more likely to be diagnosed with 
cancer at a later stage, when it is 
more complex and expensive to 
treat.

Lengthening waiting lists for 
diagnostic tests mean treatment 
delays, prolonging immobility so 
other health problems get worse 
and shorten life expectancy. GP 
and hospital services have fewer 
doctors and other skilled health 
professionals in poorer areas, 
despite the need being greater 
there.

Prevention is always better 
than cure. Although NHS cuts 
in general have been severe, 
public health and its preven-
tion programmes suffered some 
of the worst cuts. Former Tory 
Health Secretary Andrew Lans-
ley shifted public health respon-
sibility from the NHS to councils 
in England in 2012. The Public 
Health Grant, paid to councils 
by central government, was cut 
by 24% in real terms per person 
between 2015-16 and 2021-22. 
Public health programmes were 
pared to the bone - or totally 
amputated.

This fitted with Tory opposi-
tion to the ‘nanny state’. Less 
spent on prevention of smok-
ing or alcohol addiction meant 
more tax cuts and profits for big 
business.

Their short-sighted outlook 
was exposed during the pan-
demic. Having starved local 
public health departments of 
resources to mount effective 
contact tracing programmes, the 
Tories splashed out £37 billion 
on the privatised track-and-trace 
system - which failed.

Tory cuts to prevention mirror 
decades of British capitalism’s 
low investment in industry, pre-
ferring short-term profits. More 
far-sighted capitalist commen-
tators are now pointing out the 
results. Many companies can’t 
recruit enough workers to meet 
their needs, while workers are 
off sick long-term waiting for 
treatment, or retiring early in ill 
health.

Providing everyone the means 
to maximise their healthy life 
needs a mass council housing 
programme, nationalisation of 
the food industry and big super-
markets, pumping money back 
into schools and adult educa-
tion, nationalised public trans-
port run as a public service, 
renationalisation of utilities, and 
rebuilding the NHS. To achieve 
this will need a mass workers’ 
party and a socialist programme.

stephen lawrence’s racist murder 
30 years on – what’s changed?
iSai MaRijeRla
SoCiaLiSt Party bLaCk and aSian GroUP

30 years ago, on 22 April 1993, 
Stephen Lawrence, a Black 
18 year-old waiting for a bus 

in south east London, was brutally 
murdered by five thugs in a racially 
motivated attack.  

Some events spark mass move-
ments, like the killing of George 
Floyd in the US in 2020 reignited the 
Black Lives Matter movement glob-
ally. Similarly, Stephen Lawrence’s 
murder was the straw that broke the 
camel’s back. There was an uproar of 
mass anger and demands for justice. 
The anti-racist movement that took 
place following his death exposed 
capitalism’s institutionalised racism. 

Stephen Lawrence had the ambi-
tion to become an architect but his 
life was unfairly cut short. He was 
the fourth person to be murdered 
because of his race in the area in two 
years.

These attacks were correctly seen 
to be closely linked to the British 
National Party (BNP)’s divisive cam-
paigns that saw an increase in racism 
in the area. Its headquarters were 
near Welling, south East London, 
and they were actively encouraging 
racist attacks.

There was a growing mood to fight 
the racist BNP, and two weeks after 
Stephen’s murder a demo was organ-
ised, demanding the ending of racist 
murders and the closure of the BNP 
headquarters. The Socialist Party, 
through the Youth against Racism in 
Europe (YRE) campaign, co-organ-
ised the demo along with Panther 
UK, a socialist Black organisation. 
8,000 people of all backgrounds took 
part in the demo that marched past 
the BNP headquarters. A few months 
later, YRE, the Anti-Nazi League, 
other organisations and trade unions 
called another march. Nearly 60,000 
took part. 

The demonstrations and cam-
paigns by the community, anti-
racist activists, socialists and trade 
unionists forced a defeat of the BNP 
activities.

The YRE also organised commu-
nity defence campaigns, and we 
launched a ‘jobs, homes, not racism’ 
campaign to cut across the divisive 
rhetoric of the far-right. We also cam-
paigned for more youth centres and 
for real opportunities for young peo-
ple of all backgrounds. 

The BNP’s only national public 
activity – a paper sale in Tower Ham-
lets, east London – was closed down 
and they lost their only councillor at 
that time. Within two years the BNP’s 
headquarters had been shut.

There have been multiple inquiries 
into Stephen’s murder that resulted 
in no convictions. Under pressure, 
including from the mass move-
ment, in 1997 a public inquiry was 
launched by the newly elected La-
bour government, led by retired High 
Court judge Sir William MacPherson. 
88 witnesses and over 100,000 pages 
of statements and documents were 
heard as evidence.

The report concluded that Stephen 
was let down by the institutions – that 
there was a “combination of profes-
sional incompetence, institutional 
racism and a failure of leadership”.

It took until 19 years after his death 
for two of the thugs to be found guilty 
and sentenced to life imprisonment.

The MacPherson report of 350 pag-
es ended with 70 recommendations. 
Some of those recommendations 
were on improving the community’s 
confidence in the police force, re-
cruiting more Black and Asian police 
officers, and the overall elimination 
of racist prejudice and disadvantage. 
Also to promote fairness in all as-
pects of policing. 

According to the Home Office, 
at its 10th anniversary, 67 of the 70 
recommendations have been im-
plemented. But racism, particularly 
within the police institutions, is still 
very alive. 

The gap between Black and white 
adults’ confidence in the fairness of 
policing is persistent and has wid-
ened in recent years. Stop and search 
is used more disproportionately 
against Black people now than it was 
two decades ago. There are many 
more examples of racism that affect 
the lives of Black and Asian people in 
the UK.

30 years on, there has been various 
reports and inquiries with any num-
ber of recommendations: the Race 
Disparity Audit, the Lammy Review, 
the McGregor-Smith Review, the 
Windrush Lessons Learned Review, 
and so on. But since Stephen’s killing, 
nothing has fundamentally changed.

There have been more and more 
examples of hate crimes, racist kill-
ings and police brutality. In 2021-22, 
the number of racist hate crimes ex-
ceeded 100,000 for the first time. Po-
lice forces recorded a total of 155,841 
hate crimes in the year ending March 
2022 – up 26% from the previous 12 
months.

Instead of addressing these issues, 
the government is looking at ways to 
reverse even the small gains made 
through the MacPherson inquiry. 
Ministers are pushing police to deal 
with fewer ‘non-crime hate inci-
dents’ and for the police to record 

fewer hate crimes. This is part of 
Suella Braverman’s ‘common sense 
policing’ campaign. This will mean 
that racist comments and actions 
that are deemed ‘non-threatening’ 
will be allowed. 

At a time when more actions are 
needed to fight racism, the govern-
ment is renewing its efforts to create 
an acceptable level of racism. Rac-
ism is used as a tool by the bosses 
and right-wing politicians to attempt 
to divide communities and encour-
age working-class people to blame 
each other rather than the capitalist 
system.

The capitalist system is failing. We 
can’t trust right-wing governments or 
the police to fight racism. No number 
of recommendations can solve the 
underlying crisis that exists within 
this system. There are already more 
high-profile Black killings that are 
being investigated, including at the 
hands of the police, like Chris Kaba 
and Oladeji Omishore.

No racist comment or remark can 
be tolerated. Socialists and trade 
unionists played a key role to get 
justice in defeating the BNP and in 
the fight against racist killings in the 
aftermath of Stephen Lawrence’s 
murder. The Socialist Party has con-
tinuously campaigned for the trade 
union movement to be the back-
bone of an anti-racism campaign 
to defeat the government’s divisive 
policies.

As long as capitalism exists, so 
must the fight against racism. The 
central point for socialists is that to 
end racism, we need a mass move-
ment armed with a socialist pro-
gramme. A programme that meets 
the needs of all, so that we can ulti-
mately end all oppressions based on 
race, gender, sexuality, etc.

We remember the events 30 years 
ago, we remember Stephen Law-
rence, all those who were affected, 
and all those killed at the hands of 
the state. We also fight for a society 
where such events don’t take place, 
that means fighting for socialist 
change. If you agree, join us.

 ● Read more: ‘30 years since the 
YRE was launched: How racism 
and fascism was fought in the 
1990s’ and ‘Met Police Casey review 
and capitalist institutions’ crisis of 
authority’ at socialistparty.org.uk

There was a growing mood 
to fight the racist BnP and 
two weeks after Stephen’s 
murder a demo was 
organised, demanding the 
ending of racist murders 
and the closure of the BnP 
headquarters

as long as capitalism 
exists, so does the fight 
against racism. The central 
point for socialists is that 
to end racism, we need a 
mass movement armed 
with a socialist programme 
that meets the needs of all, 
so that we can ultimately 
end all oppressions

Youth Against 
Racism in Europe 
(YRE) and Panther 
platform in 
Welling campaign 
to drive the 
racists out after 
the murder of 
Stephen Lawrence 
PHOTO: r NEwTON
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Trevor Grewar (right) with Tony Davison (left) and other Socialist Party members 
marching in support of Liverpool dockers on strike in the 1990s

Capitalism is an ailing, crisis-
ridden system based on the 
exploitation of the majority of the 

world’s population by a small, super-
rich elite who own most of the wealth 
and the means of producing it. This 
way of organising society, in which the 
pursuit of profit comes before everything 
else, causes poverty, inequality, 
environmental destruction, wars and 
oppression across the globe.

The Socialist Party organises working-
class people to fight against the attacks 
from this rotten system on our lives 
and livelihoods, and for a socialist 
alternative: a society which takes the 
wealth out of the hands of the super-rich 
and is democratically run by working-
class people to meet the needs of all not 
the profits of a few. 

Building fighting democratic trade 
unions in the workplaces and a new 
mass workers’ party is a vital part of  
the struggle to change society along 
socialist lines.

Because capitalism 
is a world system, 
the struggle for 
socialism must also 
be international. The Socialist Party is 
part of the Committee for a Workers’ 
International which organises across the 
world. Our demands include:

WORK, PENSIONS AND BENEFITS
 ● A £15-an-hour minimum wage for all, 

without exemptions. For the minimum 
wage to automatically increase linked to 
average earnings or inflation, whichever 
is higher.

 ● Share out the work. A maximum 
32-hour working week with no loss of 
pay or worsening of conditions. The 
right to flexible working, under the 
control of workers not employers. An 
end to insecure working, for the right to 
full-time work for all who want it; ban 
zero-hour contracts.

 ● All workers to have trade union rates 
of pay, employment protection, and 
sickness, parental and holiday rights 
from day one of employment. End bosses 
using bogus ‘self-employment’ as a 
means to avoid giving workers rights.

 ● No to austerity through inflation. 
For all wage rates to be automatically 
increased at least in line with price rises.

 ● Open the books of all companies 
cutting jobs or claiming they can’t 
afford to pay a real living wage. State 
subsidies, where genuinely needed, for 
socially-useful small businesses. 

 ● For trade unions independent of the 
capitalist state, with members having 
democratic control over their own 
policies, constitutions and democratic 
procedures. For all trade union officials to 
be regularly elected, subject to recall by 
their members and paid a worker’s wage.

 ● Reduce the state retirement and 
pension age to 55. For decent living 
pensions. 

 ● Replace universal credit and the 
punitive benefit system with living 
benefits for all who need them.

PUBLIC SERVICES
 ● A massive expansion of public 

services including the NHS and council 
services. Reverse all the cuts, kick 
out the privateers. Bring private social 
care and childcare facilities into public 

ownership under democratic control, 
in order to provide free, high-quality 
services for all who need them. Expand 
services for all women suffering violence.

 ● For local councillors who are 
committed to opposing austerity and 
all cuts to local services, jobs, pay and 
conditions.

 ● For a socialist NHS to provide for 
everyone’s health needs, including 
dental and eye care – free at the point 
of use and under democratic control. 
Kick out the private companies! 
Nationalise the pharmaceutical industry 
under democratic workers’ control and 
management.

 ● Renationalise privatised utilities – 
including rail, mail, water, telecoms and 
power – under democratic workers’ 
control and management.

 ● Free, publicly funded and 
democratically run, good-quality 
education, available to all at any age. 
Abolish university tuition fees and write 
off student debt, end marketisation, 
and introduce a living grant. No to 
academisation. For all schools to be 
under the genuine democratic control of 
local education authorities, school staff, 
parents and student organisations. 

 ● The right to a safe secure home for 
all. For the mass building of genuinely 
affordable, high-quality, carbon-neutral 
council housing. For rent controls that cap 
the level of rent. Fair rent decisions should 
be made by elected bodies of tenants, 
housing workers and representatives 
of trade unions. For cheap low-interest 
mortgages for home buyers. Nationalise 
the privately owned large building 
companies, land banks and estates. 

ENVIRONMENT
 ● Prioritising major research and 

investment into replacing fossil fuels 
and nuclear power with renewable 
energy, and ending the problems of 
early obsolescence – where products 
are designed to ‘wear out’ and be 
replaced - and unrecycled waste.

 ● Nationalisation of the energy 
companies, under democratic workers’ 
control and management, with 
compensation paid only on the basis of 
proven need, in order to carry out a major 
switch to clean, green energy, without any 
loss of jobs, pay or conditions.

 ● A democratically planned, massively 
expanded, free to use, publicly owned 
transport system, as part of an overall 
plan against environmental pollution.

 ● For a major, publicly funded, 
insulation and energy transition plan for 
existing housing stock.

 ● Agribusiness to be taken into 
democratic public ownership. For a food 
processing and retail industry under 
workers’ control to ensure that standards 
are set by consumers, small farmers, and 

all workers involved in the production, 
processing, distribution and retail of food. 

DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS
 ● For united working-class struggle to 

end discrimination on the grounds of race, 
gender, disability, sexuality, age, and all 
other forms of prejudice and oppression.

 ● Repeal the anti-trade union laws 
and all others that trample over civil 
liberties. For the right to protest and 
to strike! End police harassment. For 
the police to be accountable to local 
committees, made up of democratically 
elected representatives of trade unions, 
local community organisations and local 
authorities.

 ● For the right to choose when and 
whether to have children – for the right 
to access abortion, contraception and 
fertility treatment for all who need it.

 ● For the right to asylum – with 
democratic community control and 
oversight of emergency funding 
resources. No to racist immigration laws.

 ● Expand democracy. For the abolition 
of the monarchy and the House of Lords. 
For all MPs to be subject to the right of 
recall by their constituents at any time, 
and to only receive a worker’s wage. 
For proportional representation and the 
right to vote at 16.

 ● For the right of nations to self-
determination. For an independent 
socialist Scotland and for a socialist 
Wales, both part of a voluntary socialist 
confederation of Wales, England, 
Scotland and Ireland.

 ● Oppose the dictatorship of the 
billionaire owners of the media. For the 
nationalisation of newspaper printing 
facilities, radio, TV and social media 
platforms. Access to these facilities should 
be under democratic control, with political 
parties’ coverage being allocated in 
proportion to the popular vote at elections.

 ● For a new mass workers’ party, 
based on the trade unions, and 
drawing together workers, young people 
and activists from workplaces, and 
community, environmental, anti-racist 
and anti-cuts campaigns, to provide a 
fighting, socialist political alternative to 
the pro-big business parties.

SOCIALISM AND INTERNATIONALISM
 ● No to imperialist wars and 

occupations!
 ● Take the wealth off the super-rich! 

For a socialist government to take 
into public ownership the top 150 
companies and the banking system 
that dominate the British economy, 
and run them under democratic 
working-class control and management. 
Compensation to be paid only on the 
basis of proven need, not to the fat cats.

 ● A democratic socialist plan of 
production based on the interests of the 
overwhelming majority of people, and in 
a way that safeguards the environment.

 ● No the EU bosses’ club. Organise 
a campaign with European socialists 
and workers’ organisations to use the 
talks on post-Brexit relations to tear up 
the EU pro-capitalist rules. For a real 
collaboration of the peoples of Europe 
on a socialist basis as a step towards a 
socialist world.

what we stand foR

Do you agree? Join the fightback!

JOIN THE SOCIALISTS

Help fund the fightback!

DONATE TODAY

● Visit socialistparty.org.uk/join
● or call 020 8988 8777
● or text your name and  
postcode to 07761 818 206
to find out more today!

socialistparty.org.uk 
/donate

why i became a socialist
TOM yOUng
CheSter SoCiaLiSt Party

I joined The Socialist Party at the 
start of 2023 after a progression of 
my political views convinced me that 
socialism is the best way forward for 
the people of the world.

For many years now I, like many 
others, have been looking at the state 
of our country and of the world, with 
mounting fear. From the climate cri-
sis, to collapsing public services at 
home, to the exploitation of workers 
here and abroad. As living standards 
have dropped for the working class, 
there has been an understandable 
reaction of anger and frustration, 
which the ruling class and the far 
right have capitalised on, polaris-
ing our politics and turning differ-
ent sections of our class against one 
another.

I had searched for ways to improve 
the situation. I donated money to 
charities to address the issues I saw 
around me, and advocated for pro-
tections for minority groups. How-
ever, it was slowly becoming more 
and more apparent to me that these 
efforts were always doomed to fail in 
a system which prioritises profit over 
human needs. 

Catalysed by the cost-of-living 
crisis and the wave of strikes, I kept 
searching and began to read and 
watch content about social-
ism, and as I learned more, I 
became more convinced of the 
socialist cause. Having understood 
this, I eventually decided I wanted 
to get involved in the movement for 
two primary reasons. 

The first is that I hope to help com-
municate the ideas of socialism and 
our vision of a better society. I feel 
that many people know the problems 
of the system, but not all extend that 
line of thinking to a socialist conclu-
sion, and too often have their anger 
misdirected at those they should be 
class allies with. 

The second reason, and what ulti-
mately made me take the plunge, is 
that it gives me hope. I believe that 
the socialist transformation of socie-
ty will make life better for people and 
that it will bring a brighter future, 
and I will do what I can to make that 
transformation a reality.

 ● See left for what the Socialist 
Party fights for and if you agree then 
visit socialistparty.org.uk/join

Activists from the CWI protested at 
Argentinian embassies around the 
world, on 13 April, as part of an inter-
national day of action in defence of 
left activists, César Arakaki (a mem-
ber of Partido Obrero) and Daniel 
Ruiz (a member of PSTU).

The action was on the same day 
as a court hearing convened to rule 
on the validity of prison sentenc-
es handed down to the two com-
rades in 2017 for participating in a 

300,000-strong demonstration in 
Buenos Aires against government 
attacks on retirement and pensions 
(see ‘Release Cesar Arakaki and 
Daniel Ruiz – stop criminalization of 
protests!’ at socialistworld.net).

The harsh sentences of three and 
six months and three years respec-
tively, for so-called ‘public intimida-
tion’, were, in reality, an exercise in 
intimidation by the Argentinian state 
and an attempt to criminalise protest.

from london to santiago, cwi protests at 
argentinian embassies in defence of left 
activists, césar arakaki and daniel Ruiz

Protest outside 
Argentinian embassy in 

Santiago, Chile, on 13 April 

film: close-up
a blend of real life and fiction telling 
the story of working-class resilience 
and artistic spirit
TheO ShaRieff

‘C
lose-Up’ tells the true 
story of an unemployed 
Iranian man, Hossein 
Sabzian, put on trial for 
fraud after imperson-

ating the famous Iranian director 
Mohsen Makhmalbaf, and conning 
a middle-class family into believing 
they would star in his new film.

Close-Up’s strength is in its blend-
ing of real life and fiction. It tells a re-
al-life story. Its cast is entirely made 
up of the people who were involved 
in the case - including Hossein Sab-
zian himself, the family he met, the 
man he impersonated, the journal-
ist who originally broke the story in 
the Iranian press, the judge, and the 
film’s director, Abbas Kiarostami. 
There is no explanation throughout 
the film as to whether what we’re 
seeing is documentary footage or a 
re-enactment being played out.

Confusingly, Sabzian denies 
from the outset that he’s a conman. 
Kiarostami gives Sabzian - a down-
trodden, reserved and otherwise 
voiceless man - the chance to explain 
to his audience why he did what he 
did, and more importantly to express 
his hardship. As the director explic-
itly explains to Sabzian in the court-
room, the camera is there for Sabzian 
to explain things that people might 
find hard to understand or accept.

Close-Up is a film which depicts 
and expresses the deep importance 
of art and cinema for ordinary work-
ing-class people seeking to deal with 
the hardships meted out by capital-
ism. It compassionately tells the story 

of a man who, after being thrown into 
unemployment, is driven to extreme 
lengths both to escape from the diffi-
cult conditions of his life and to fulfil 
his creative ambitions.

“I am interested in art and film”, 
is the first justification we hear from 
Sabzian. It explains nothing. But over 
the course of 90 minutes, we slowly 
discover what Sabzian really means 
and the real motives behind the 
crime he commits. There are the im-
mediate material pressures he faces, 
including his desperation to provide 
a gift for his child, as well as to feed 
himself for just another day.

But there’s another reason too. 
Sabzian feels deeply that Makhmal-
baf’s films speak for him and the day 
to day difficulties he faces. “No one 
wants to hear about them. Then a 
good man comes along who portrays 
all my suffering in his films, and I 
can go see them over and over again. 
They show the evil faces of those who 
trade on others, the rich who pay 
no attention to the simple material 
needs of the poor.”

He describes the desire he has held 
since childhood to create for himself, 
but explains that he never had the 
material means to do so. Impersona-
tion for Sabzian in the end is the clos-
est he is allowed to get to fulfilling his 
creative ambition.

Because of the film’s format, there’s 
no way of knowing for sure outside of 
the recounting of the events them-
selves if what is being expressed 
by the participants is the whole 
truth. Are they expressing their true 
thoughts, opinions, and motivations 
- or are they now performing for us?

It’s a question which isn’t an-
swered. But when Sabzian speaks, 
it feels real. Outside of the film it’s 
reported that Sabzian spent the en-
tirety of the small inheritance he 
received from his mother on a film 
camera, and dedicated days of his life 
to writing screenplays which never 
saw the light of day.

Perhaps the most important part 
of the trial is when Sabzian explains 
why he insisted on taking the fam-
ily he deceived to see Makhmalbaf’s 
most successful film, ‘The Cyclist’. 
“I wanted to tell them: Don’t think 
a director is different from ordinary 
people. He’s one of you.” Sabzian and 
the film both want to challenge any 
preconceived idea of who in society 
is capable of creating art.

The film politically doesn’t seek to 
offer ideas as to how the day-to-day 
economic hardships of working peo-
ple like Sabzian can be ended. But it 
highlights the capabilities, passions 
and creative potential of working-
class people, all of which tragically 
go to waste under capitalism, told 
through Sabzian’s unusual story.

In the final moments of the film, 
the calm and eloquent Sabzian finds 
himself able to say very little when 
he finally meets his hero Makhmal-
baf. Close-Up is an extremely mov-
ing and thought-provoking film, 
innovative and ground-breaking in 
the world of cinema for how it tells 
Sabzian’s story, and touching in its 
optimism and faith in the resilience 
and artistic spirit of normal working-
class people.

 ● Produced by Kanoon, 1990. 
Available to stream online

obituary: trevor grewar 
1947-2023

Mike Whale
hULL SoCiaLiSt Party

i
t is with great sadness that Hull 
Socialist Party and Unite activ-
ists announce the death of Trevor 
Grewar after a battle with can-
cer. Trevor was a stalwart of the 

Socialist Party in Hull and played a 
key role in the 1990s and early 2000s 
keeping Marxist ideas alive in the la-
bour and trade union movement. 

He is perhaps remembered most 
for the legendary political partner-
ship he struck up with Tony Davison 
which continued until Tony’s death 
in 2021 (see ‘Obituary - Tony Davi-
son’ at socialistparty.org.uk). Togeth-
er on the construction sites of east 
Yorkshire, in the 1980s they would 
regularly sell 50-60 copies of the Mil-
itant newspaper each week. Trevor 
was blacklisted for his activities and 
was out of work for a year as a result. 
When he finally got some compensa-
tion for this outrage, Trevor made a 
substantial donation to the Socialist 
Party fighting fund.

Trevor was not just an activist. He 
absorbed Marxist ideas and always 
approached an issue or problem 
through a Marxist lens. Many was 
the patient discussion he had with 
younger members and activists, and 
although sometimes Trevor’s expla-
nations could be so thorough as to 
require a comfort break, his words 
were always well received! It is fair to 
say that a generation of young trade 
unionists learned how to be effective 
in the movement as a direct result of 

Trevor’s guidance.
 A trademark of Trevor’s approach 

to politics was ‘attention to detail’. He 
was a stickler for minutes being cor-
rect and methodical in all aspects of 
his life. This was something that he 
instilled in younger activists in Unite 
and the Trades Council. Most re-
cently, Trevor brought this approach 
to the successful campaign to elect 
Sharon Graham as general secretary 
of Unite. 

Trevor was much more than a 
political activist. He was an inter-
nationally regarded Karate instruc-
tor reaching 2nd Dan Black Belt. It 
was only an injured shoulder that 
prevented him going to Japan to 
learn with the Japanese masters. He 
was a beloved family man and our 
thoughts are with his wife Pat, and 
wider family at this time. But, to So-
cialist Party members in Hull, Trevor 
was kindness personified. He always 
thought of other comrades and their 
circumstances. Perhaps this is best 
summed up by an anecdote from Ian 
Clarke:

“Back in the 1980s when we were in 
the Young Socialists, a lot of us always 
used our bikes to get around, Trev 
christened us the Bolshevik bike bri-
gade. One night I had my bike stolen 
on the way to a branch meeting. Days 
later Trev turned up on my doorstep 
with a bike he’d cobbled together.”

Trevor leaves a big hole in our lives 
but we are determined to fight even 
harder to complete the fight for so-
cialism that Trevor dedicated his life 
to.
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Socialist Party member Marion 
Lloyd received 55 branch 
nominations for president in this 
election, from all parts of the union. 
Marion spoke to the Socialist and 
explained why she believes PCS 
members should vote for her and the 
other BLN and IL candidates.

Why are you standing for 
president?
We are in the middle of a major dis-
pute with our employer. With inflation 
at record levels, it’s vital we win our 
10% claim for 2022 and an inflation-
proof increase, at least, for 2023. In 
our privatised areas, as well as areas of 
the civil service, many members bare-
ly scrape the minimum wage. This is 
scandalous. We need to do a job of 
work on this - for proper pay rates so 
that people can make ends meet.

It is vital we have a leadership 
which will build our campaign and 
work with members and reps for a 
plan capable of winning. We need to 
elect a leadership that is committed 
to winning, but that also recognises 
that we will all need to wage a ma-
jor battle to win long-term. The BLN 
and IL candidates are committed to 
achieving this. 

The current leadership’s plan has 
failed. 

In 2020, the leadership signed up 
to the concept of ‘national unity’ by 
setting aside the PCS pay claim al-
most before it had been submitted, 
letting the government off the hook. 
In 2021, the union leadership told the 
government that they were prepared 
to sell conditions for pay rather than 
challenge Tory pay restrictions. 

In November 2022, having secured 
a statutory strike mandate by adopt-
ing the approach put forward by the 
BLN, they waited six weeks before 
taking any action at all – and then 
only small-scale targeted strikes – 
and three months before there was 
a day of national strike action. They 
have called only three one-day na-
tional strikes in six months. The huge 
gap between each national day of 
action risks demoralising and con-
fusing members. Many of the brave 
members struggling on selective ac-
tion are not clear what the plan is. We 
need clarity.

Up until 14 April there were no 

talks with the employer. Now the 
Minister for the Cabinet Office has 
told PCS there will be no improve-
ment at all on 2022’s 2% pay rise, and 
just 4.5 to 5% for 2023.

All through, BLN supporters have 
argued a clear strategy of escalat-
ing national strike action, and of the 
need to coordinate action with other 
unions also fighting the cost-of-living 
crisis. It is essential that this strat-
egy is now implemented. This Tory 
government is extremely weak and 
crisis-ridden – with serious and co-
ordinated action we can defeat them! 

It’s time for change. We can win 
on pay and jobs by seriously escalat-
ing the national action, supporting 
the selective strikers and the levy on 
members to raise strike funds, bal-
loting for action short of strikes, and 
changing the union leadership. 

I’m standing to work with mem-
bers and reps to build campaigns on 
the issues that worry our members 
most, to inspire confidence and get 
members involved. 

What other issues are of the 
greatest concern?
Jobs, work pressures, and office 
closures are shared concerns right 
across the union. For example, in the 
DWP management has announced 
48 office closures, and work pres-
sures are growing.  Where is the cam-
paign of opposition? Members and 
reps are being left to fight alone and 
feel isolated and let down. This must 
stop. Having won in my own area 
(BEIS – Department for Business, En-
ergy and Industrial Strategy) on this, 
keeping all the offices open UK-wide 
and saving hundreds of jobs - includ-
ing my own - this issue is very close 
to my heart. 

These pressures on our members 
have consequences. The govern-
ment’s own civil service figures re-
veal 771,433 sick days last year due to 
stress and mental health problems. 
This is a 38% increase on the previous 
year. We must hold the government 
to account.

The environment should also be 
central to our concerns. I would want 
to see our union fighting for the na-
tionalisation of energy and massive 
investment needed. We need also to 
oppose attempts by the employer to 
cynically use climate change to cut 

office space, reduce hard-fought-for 
conditions, and make our quality of 
life poorer.

There is no place in our union for 
discrimination of any sort. I reject all 
attempts to divide us on the basis of 
race, gender, disability, sexuality, age 
and all other forms of oppression. 
I will fight alongside our LBGTQ+ 
members for equal rights in the 
workplace, union and society.

We must develop a campaign 
around all these issues that everyone 
can get behind and have confidence 
in. 

What’s your position on the 
local and general elections?
Like many of our members, I want 
to see people elected who stand on 
a programme to reverse pay decline 
and job cuts. I have no faith in the 
Labour Party under Keir Starmer to 
do that. It leaves a particularly nasty 
taste in my mouth to see so many 
Labour councils implementing cuts, 
leading to outrageous attacks on 
their workers. 

I will vote for any candidate that 
stands against austerity and opposes 
all cuts. In my area that means the 
Trade Unionist and Socialist Coali-
tion (TUSC), which is standing in 
many areas across Britain.

Starmer has driven out every scrap 
of Jeremy Corbyn’s manifesto and 
even Corbyn himself. I would sup-
port Corbyn standing as an inde-
pendent now that he has been barred 
from standing for Labour. In my 
view, that should be part of a process 
towards trade unionists building our 
own independent political voice. We 
need socialist policies.

What other changes you would 
fight for? 
Getting rid of the Tory anti-union 
laws would be high on my list. In a 
capitalist system, the dice are heavily 
loaded against workers. Our ability to 
join together and take action, to in-
flict damage on an employer, evens 
things up a bit. The Tory anti-union 
laws are an obstacle to action - even 
though they have not stopped the 
current cost-of-living strikes – and 
need to be met with serious mass 
trade union opposition.

 ● Find out more about the BLN  
bln.org.uk

Vote for a fighting alternative in the PCS elections
PCS is the union representing government workers in the civil 
service, public sector and privatised contracts.
Voting papers for the 2023 PCS president and national 
executive elections were posted out to members on 20 April. 
These need to be returned in time for the closing date of 11 
May. There are also separate online group elections which 
open on 27 April and close 16 May.
In this year’s elections, the ruling ‘Democracy Alliance’ 
leadership (made up of the ‘Left Unity’ and ‘PCS Democrats’ 
groupings) face a unified left opposition. The Broad Left 
Network (BLN), supported by Socialist Party members, and the 
Independent Left (IL) have agreed to fight the election with a 
joint platform and slate. The platform includes a genuine plan 
to escalate the national dispute on pay, jobs and pensions - 
one capable of winning.

The BLN and IL have a shared view of what needs to be done to win our 
fight with the Tory government on pay and jobs, and to defend union 
democracy. We are seeking support for our joint slate around a platform 
to:

 ● Support the strikes currently taking place on pay and jobs
 ● Develop and build a genuine escalating programme of national, 

targeted and selective strike action to beat the Tory cost-of-living 
squeeze and the anti-union laws

 ● Ballot for action short of strikes to maximise the pressure on the 
government

 ● Ensure that PCS takes the lead in calling for mass coordinated action
 ● Campaign for a ‘yes’ vote in the ballot to renew the union’s statutory 

strike mandate
 ● Strengthen democracy and accountability in the union, including 

extending elections to full-time officers and bringing their pay more into 
line with the members they represent

President: Lloyd, Marion (BEIS) 
Vice Presidents: Brittle, Fiona (Scot Gov); Carlsen, Bryan 
(HSE); Laidlaw, Bev (DWP); Rosser, Jon-Paul (HMRC)
NEC members: Bartlett, Dave (MOJ); Bishell, Tom (DWP); 
Bowers, Rob (Defence); Brittle, Fiona (Scot Gov); Brown, 
Alex (NHS Digital); Carlsen, Bryan (HSE); Chown, Josh 
(Home Office); Clarke, Eleanor (Cabinet Office); Cuckson, 
Victoria (HMRC); Davies, Jaime (HMRC); Day, Chris 
(National Archives); Dennis, Alan (DSG); Doyle, Nick 
(HMRC); Exley, Matt (Culture); Hamer, Chip (Culture); 
Heemskerk, Rachel (DWP); Johnson, Karen (DLUHC); 
Jones, David (DLUHC); Laidlaw, Bev (DWP); Lloyd,  Marion 
(BEIS); Marks, Chris (DWP); Menezes-Jackson, Vijay (DWP); 
Parker, Nick (ACAS); Ritchie, Rob (SSCL); Rosser, Jon-Paul 
(HMRC); Semple, Dave (DWP); Spencer, Gary (DLUHC); 
Suter, Paul (DWP); Tweedale, Saorsa-Amatheia (DWP); 
Young, Colin (DfE)

The joint BLN and IL statement and slate

Marion Lloyd, right, supporting a PCS picket line 
at BEIS HQ in London in 2019  london socialist party

Vote Marion Lloyd for PCS President

PCS members 
are engaged in 
targeted strike 
action, including 
members at eight 
passport offices 
across the UK 
striking for five 
weeks. Strikers 
in Durham told 
Elaine Brunskill 
they have 
members using 
food banks and on 
minimum wage. 
Pictured: Ofgem 
strikers  london 
socialist party

SocialiSt Party memberS in USdaW

t
he shop workers’ union Us-
daw has its Annual Delegates’ 
Meeting (ADM) as many un-
ions are rediscovering the ef-
fectiveness of strike action.

While its workers struggle on 
extremely low pay, Tesco has an-
nounced that it expects its retail-ad-
justed operating profit to remain flat 
this year - at about £2.49 billion!

In fact, all the ‘big four’ supermar-
kets, while seeing profits stall this 
year, are still hoovering up immense 
amounts. The Co-op reported op-
erating profits remaining steady at 
£100 million. Sainsbury’s estimates 
finishing the financial year with pre-
tax profits of between £630-£690 mil-
lion. Morrisons, while seeing a 15% 
fall, still reported £828 million profits 
in the year to October 2022. 

With the cost of living skyrocketing, 
Usdaw members working in the low-
paid retail sector are not only feeling 

the pinch, but are seeing prices rise 
before our eyes, as our members are 
tasked with repricing produce. It is 
therefore vital that Usdaw members 
use the ADM as an opportunity to 
fight to join the countless other un-
ions striking for better pay.

Indeed, Usdaw itself has shown 
what can be achieved when under-
taking strike action, as the threat-
ened strike by Tesco distribution 
members at the end of 2021 forced 
the employer to give an improved of-
fer without a minute of strike action 
actually taking place!

Supermarket bosses have be-
grudgingly had to concede a num-
ber of pay increases as the minimum 
wage has been raised, but there is 
plenty of scope to demand wages 
be raised higher still. At last year’s 
ADM, it was agreed that the union 
leadership should negotiate £12 per 
hour as an immediate step to £15, 
although the conference floor unof-
ficially voted unanimously for the 

union leadership to pursue £15 an 
hour when asked by a Socialist Party 
member from the rostrum.

After a number of bumper years 
throughout the pandemic, there is 
certainly scope to negotiate for high-
er wages which, if backed up with a 
strategy for industrial action, could 
see Usdaw members win above-in-
flation pay offers. 

While the supermarket sector, 
where a majority of Usdaw members 
are based, remains profitable, a strat-
egy needs to be developed to prevent 
the rising tide of shop closures and re-
dundancies in retail more generally. 

In the aftermath of the collapse of 
BHS, Usdaw agreed to campaign for 
struggling companies to be taken 
into public ownership. Such a strat-
egy would need the political will to 
carry it through, which is why it’s 
outrageous that Usdaw representa-
tives voted with Keir Starmer at the 
recent Labour National Executive 
meeting to block Jeremy Corbyn 

Usdaw conference
Supermarket bosses raking in the profits – 
we need to fight back!

Unite hoUSing WorkerS’ branch

A month-long strike at St Mungo’s 
homelessness charity starts on Mon-
day 24 April. Workers are struggling 
to pay the rent, but bosses haven’t 
resolved a pay dispute going back to 
2021. 93% voted for strike action. 

Dedicated charity workers, who 
are on the streets helping the home-
less every night, have been left with 
no other choice. Unite the Union bal-
loted over 500 workers across south-
ern England, including in London, 
Bristol, Brighton, Oxford, Bourne-
mouth and Reading.

The workers are fed up with highly 
paid management at the top, while 
at the bottom they struggle to make 
ends meet. Since 2013, the pay of 
St Mungo’s chief executives has 
spiralled 77%, up from £107,000 to 
more than £189,000. The homeless-
ness charity won’t reveal the salary 
of the newly appointed CEO, Emma 
Haddad.

In the last ten years, the pay of sen-
ior management has increased by 
350%! In stark contrast, over a similar 
time frame, the real value of the wag-
es of St Mungo’s workers has plum-
meted by 25%. A frontline worker 
earns around £26,000. 

Unite general secretary Sharon 
Graham said: “St Mungo’s workers 
are dedicated to helping the home-
less, but they can’t afford to pay their 
own rent. Our members are ready for 
a sustained campaign of action and 
they have Unite’s full support. The 
workers know the charity can afford 
to give workers a fair pay deal, and 
Unite is firmly on their side.”

The charity bosses imposed a 
1.75% increase for 2021, and despite 
a year of negotiations they have re-
fused to budge, except for an un-
consolidated £700 payment. But the 
charity’s total reserves as of 31 March 
2022 were almost £15 million, and 
the latest year-end cash balance was 
£22.5 million. 

Marching on a TUC demo  socialist party

from standing at the next general 
election as a Labour MP. 

A Starmer-led government will 
not meet the demands of Usdaw 
members. Tesco’s chair John Al-
lan declared last year that Labour 
is the “only team on the field”; Lord 
Sainsbury has just made a £2 mil-
lion donation, having stopped his 
donations to the party under Corbyn. 
These facts demonstrate which side 

Starmer will be on! This is why So-
cialist Party members in Usdaw ar-
gue for trade unionists to take steps 
towards building our own political 
voice, including standing as candi-
dates the next election. 

This ADM is an opportunity to hold 
the union leadership to account, and 
push for Usdaw to fight alongside 
other unions to win the above-infla-
tion pay rises our members deserve.

adam harmSWorth
Coventry SoCialiSt Party

The strike at Amazon’s Coventry site 
‘BHX4’ started again on 17 April with 
renewed enthusiasm and even larger 
membership, getting ever closer to a 
majority, since the impressive picket 
line is probably the best method of 
recruiting.

The union isn’t just growing in 
Coventry. Five other sites are now 
preparing to ballot for industrial ac-
tion, after Coventry strikers visited 
more Amazon workplaces to build 
unionisation efforts there. 

If the rapid growth in union mem-
bership in Coventry is replicated 
at more sites, we could quickly see 
thousands of Amazon workers on 
strike. 

Every Amazon workplace is 
plagued by the same poverty pay, 
horrendous conditions, and abusive 

Month-long strike at St Mungo’s 
homelessness charity

On strike in 2021  paul mattsson

Amazon unionisation grows 
Fight to win £15 an hour!

management that drove BHX4 to 
strike.

There has been great solidar-
ity from the trade union movement. 
Thousands of pounds have been 
donated to Coventry Amazon work-
ers’ strike fund from union branches 
and individuals, and groups from lo-
cal union branches, including other 
workers in dispute, have visited the 
picket line. 

Union branches have also been 
inviting speakers to their meetings 
to discuss the dispute and how they 
can help.

In our latest strike bulletin, the 

Socialist Party sets out what we think 
is needed next to build the fight. 
We’re encouraging the new un-
ion members to get involved in the 
branch, attend meetings, discuss tac-
tics on the picket line, take up a role, 
and help build the structures of the 
union. 

It is important Amazon unions do 
everything they can to facilitate new 
activists coming forward. A fight-
ing and democratic trade union will 
be essential to push Amazon back, 
and win better pay and conditions 
against a capitalist giant that has 
beaten down workers for too long.

nationalshop 
stewardsnetwork

shopstewards.net

coventry socialist party

2023 NSSN Conference 
Saturday 24 June  11am-4.30pm 
Conway Hall, London WC1R 4RL 

fight the tory 
cost-of-living squeeze 
and their anti-union laws!
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WHAT WE STAND FOR: THE SOCIALIST PARTY’S MAIN DEMANDS ▶▶▶ see column on p12

MAYA KAuFMAN-IRISH
Bristol south socialist Party

T
he increasingly cata-
strophic effects of climate 
change are impossible 
to ignore. Globally we 
are experiencing more 

extreme weather: storms, wild-
fires, droughts and flooding. Last 
summer in England, during one 
of the hottest days on record, 
fires broke out in towns and cit-
ies, damaging dozens of homes 
and shops. The London Fire Bri-
gade described it as its busiest 
day since World War Two. This 
cannot go on. People are stand-
ing up and demanding action 
against the looming crisis of cli-
mate change. It is the polluting 
capitalist system that is guilty of 
damaging our planet’s environ-
ment. To end climate crisis we 
need real socialist change. 

Over the last year, utility com-
panies have recorded record 
profits – energy and water com-
panies made billions of pounds 
while ordinary people couldn’t 
afford to heat their homes. We 
avoid swimming in polluted riv-
ers and oceans, and are subject 
to smoggy, unhealthy cities. Why 
should workers be forced to pay 
for a crisis we did not cause?

Capitalism doesn’t care about 
people, our planet or the climate. 
As a system it only cares about 
its ability to continue to make 
profits for the bosses. Political 

representatives who defend and 
rely on capitalism, like the Tories 
or the Blairites, will put profit 
ahead of a planet we can comfort-
ably live on, exploiting workers, 
with low wages and long hours, 
and exploiting the planet with 
extractive, damaging processes. 
Under capitalism, the bosses will 
attempt to fund any moves away 
from fossil fuels with further at-
tacks on the working class, either 
with ‘green austerity’, regressive 
taxes or unemployment.

A socialist society would or-
ganise production for people’s 
wants and needs, not what 
makes a profit for a few. We fight 
for public ownership of our utili-
ties, services and industries. We 
want to nationalise under demo-
cratic workers’ control, the en-
ergy companies, the NHS, the 
banks, the bus and rail compa-
nies, the postal service, without 
compensation to the fat cats who 
have profited at our expense for 
years.

With democratic control of the 
economy, the working class can 
decide to fully fund our services, 
provide decent jobs and run in-
dustries for the benefit of all, not 
at the expense of the environ-
ment. We could plan society to 
fund coordinated action across 
the world to fight climate change 
and its effects. We could invest in 
public transport, renewable en-
ergy infrastructure and more to 
help avoid climate catastrophe.

to end 
climate change

photo: james ivens

We need socialist 
change
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